Monitoring Doppler frequency shifts in scattered radiation used in various biomedical sensing and imaging modalities is a useful technique for analysis of internal motions in living systems. Color Doppler ultrasound combines spatially resolved imaging with localized f low and tissue-motion analysis. However, current clinical ultrasonic Doppler imaging devices are limited to several-hundred-micrometer spatial resolution 1 ; thus imaging of f low in all but the major vessels in large mammals remains inaccessible. Laser Doppler velocimetry techniques have been applied to estimate mean blood f lows in peripheral 2 and retinal 3 microcirculation in humans and animals. However, strong scattering severely limits the spatial resolution obtained in nontransparent biological tissues, often preventing f low analysis in specific small vessels of interest.
We and others recently demonstrated a novel optical Doppler f low imaging technique capable of micrometerscale spatial-resolution, two-dimensional (2D) tomographic velocity mapping in turbid media. 4, 5 In this Letter we describe the application of this technique to bidirectional blood f low mapping in subsurface vessels in living tissues. 6, 7 This technique is an extension of optical coherence tomography (OCT), a recent innovation allowing for noninvasive crosssectional optical imaging in biological media with high resolution (, 15 mm in three dimensions) and high dynamic range ͑. 100 dB͒.
8
In OCT, longitudinal ranging measurements (A scans) are performed with a f iber-optically integrated scanning white-light Michelson interferometer with resolution determined by the source coherence length (Fig. 1 ). OCT captures cross-sectional images by performing sequential ranging measurements while scanning the probe beam laterally across the sample. Our OCT system incorporates low-coherence illumination near the 1.3-mm center wavelength, which exhibits deeper penetration for imaging in highly scattering biological tissues than sources near 830 nm that were used previously. 5 Figure 2 is a conventional OCT image of dermal and subdermal tissues in a living dorsal hamster skin-f lap surgical model. 7, 9 We positioned the location of the OCT cross section in Fig. 2 to intersect a subdermal artery-vein pair that was clearly visible on the exposed connective tissue side of the skin f lap. Internal tissue features in the OCT image were identif ied by comparison with histology (not shown). Although anatomical tissue layers are clearly differentiated in the image, blood vessels are not apparent. We extended OCT for quantitative measurements of f low in scattering media by implementing algorithms for coherent signal acquisition and processing ( Fig. 1 ). Doppler f low monitoring by OCT is based on the principle that Doppler shifts f s in light backscattered from moving objects in a biological sample (e.g., f lowing erythrocytes in blood vessels) either add to or subtract from the fixed Doppler frequency f r associated with the moving reference mirror of the interferometer, depending on the f low direction. For a scanning interferometer, f r 2V r n 0 ͞c, where V r is the reference mirror speed, n 0 is the source center frequency, and c is the light velocity. Correspondingly, a scatterer in the sample moving with velocity V s induces a Doppler shift in the sample-arm light by the frequency f s 2V s cos un t n 0 ͞c, where u is the angle between the sample probe beam and the direction of motion of the scatterer and n t is the local tissue refractive index.
For each axial scan of the OCT interferometer, the acquired interferometric signal corresponds to the cross correlation of light backscattered from a volume of potentially moving scatterers illuminated by the sample-arm probe beam and the light returning from the reference arm. Each scatterer with velocity V s in the sample contributes a time-dependent interferometric detector current of the form
Here A͑t͒ is the time-dependent amplitude of the detected signal, corresponding to the depth-resolved ref lectivity obtained in conventional OCT imaging. For a broadband source, A͑t͒ is a highly localized function (e.g., a Gaussian) whose width determines the axial resolution of the OCT image. The detectorcurrent phase term f͑t͒ for each scatterer includes a constant offset that is proportional to the scatterer axial position and a small time-varying component if either the source spectrum or the scatterer backscatter spectrum is asymmetric with respect to the source center frequency.
12 Coherent (i.e., phase-sensitive) demodulation of the detector current at f r provides the complex envelope of the interferometric signal:
The Fourier transform of i d ͑t͒ provides the demodulated detector-current power spectrum. For a moving scatterer, the power spectrum is offset from that observed for a stationary scatterer S͑ f ͒ F ͕A͑t͒exp͓2jf͑t͔͖͒ by the moving-scatterer Doppler-shift frequency:
Thus the scatterer velocity can be estimated from the measured zero offset of the demodulated detectorcurrent power spectrum. From this analysis it is evident that all velocity information resides in the phase term of the demodulated signal; therefore coherent demodulation is essential to recover the Doppler-shift frequency. For a sample volume containing multiple scatterers at different locations f lowing at different velocities, the demodulated detector current can be written in the same form as Eq. (2) . In this case, however, A͑t͒ and f͑t͒ represent the overall interferometric detectorcurrent amplitude and phase, respectively, owing to the presence of many scatterers, and f s becomes explicitly time (i.e., depth) dependent. Since i d ͑t͒ represents a signal whose spectral contents change with time, we employed time-frequency analysis using the shorttime Fourier-transform (STFT) algorithm 13 to obtain localized Doppler spectra from the time-dependent detector signal. The discrete STFT of the sampled
Here t s is the sampling interval, w͑mt s ͒ is the analysis window through which the sampled time-domain demodulated detector current is shifted, and N is the number of time samples contributing to the local spectral estimate centered at time nt s . We used rectangular STFT analysis windows to obtain the experimental results presented in Fig. 3 , which are STFT spectrograms of the complex demodulated A scans recorded at the positions of vertical lines A and B in Fig. 2 . In this case, we implemented this algorithm by performing a complex fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the first N 32 points of the sampled A scans of length L 512 points, shifting the window down by a decimation factor d 1 vertical points, and repeating. The number of FFT's per A scan required for arbitrary L, N , and d is given by k ͑L 2 N͒͞d, or 480 in the present case.
The mean velocity ͓V s ͑nt s ͔͒ of scatterers located within each axial STFT window length can be estimated 14 from the centroidf s ͑nt s ͒ of the localized Doppler spectrum magnitude according to V s ͑nt s ͒ f s ͑nt s ͒c͑͞2n 0 n t cos u͒. The spatial resolution of the Doppler velocity estimate is determined by the STFT window length Nt s V r in the depth direction (ultimately limited by the coherence length) and by the diameter of the sample beam focus in the lateral dimension. Conversely, the velocity-estimation precision, given by DV s c͑͞2Nt s n 0 n t cos u͒, is inversely proportional to the STFT window length. Velocity information can be strikingly rendered by color coding to indicate the direction of f low, with color saturation indicating f low velocity magnitude. Color-coded velocity images are thresholded to eliminate velocity noise and overlaid on conventional OCT images obtained from the same interferometric data set to create a color Doppler OCT display. Figure 4 illustrates the compilation of 2D magnitude and Doppler f low velocity data obtained at the position of Fig. 2 in the hamster skin-f lap model, clearly illustrating the presence of two distinct subsurface countercurrent blood vessels. Although considerable computation was required for calculation of the velocity data (96,000 32-point complex FFT's, requiring ϳ10 s of computation on a 200-MHz PC), data acquisition was rapid (10-40 s per average) and simultaneous with conventional OCT imaging.
In conclusion, we have reported on micrometer-scaleresolution color Doppler OCT mapping of bidirectional blood f low in subsurface vessels in vivo. This technology has potential applications in noninvasive analysis of microscopic blood f low in several situations of potential clinical and research interest. These include the evaluation of dermal blood vessel structure and blood vessel proliferation in laser treatment planning for dermatological conditions 7 and endoscopic identification of small blood vessels underlying gastrointestinal ulcers.
